Cupcake Liners

By 3Doodler Community

Step A

Tape up the stencil with masking tape front and back so that it is firm. Cut the stencil out and tape it into shape.

Step B

Doodle directly on it by following the shape and then decorate freely.
Technique 2
Step A
ape up the stencil and don’t cut it out. Doodle directly on it. Cut different coloured plastic strands to 7cm and switch the colours as you doodle. They will help you create smooth gradients.

Step B
Layer the thin plastic with thicker lines. Then get creative!

Technique 3
Step A
ape up the stencil and don’t cut it out. Doodle directly on it. Cut different coloured plastic strands to 7cm and switch the colours as you doodle. They will help you create smooth gradients.

Step B
Peel the doodle off and get a hair dryer (or your 3Doodler without plastic, just use heat) to mold the cupcake liner into shape. Mend the ends together.
Technique 4
Step A
Tape up the stencil and don't cut it out. Doodle a design.

Step B
Fill in the rest of the stencil, then repeat technique 3B.

Technique 5
Step A
Tape up the stencil and don't cut it out. Doodle a design but this time out of the stencil! Get creative!

Step B
Repeat Technique 4B